JESUS’ BIRTH AND CHILDHOOD
ACTIVITY PAGE

WORD SCRAMBLE/BIBLE STUDY

Look up the following verses to unscramble the words and learn facts about Jesus.

1. Matthew 2:1 – Jesus was born in ____________________.
   HEETLEMHB

2. Matthew 1:24-25 – Jesus was the _________________ child in His family.
   OBFSRITRN

3. Matthew 13:55-56 – Jesus had _________________ and _________________.
   TRSBORHE                  TSIRSSSE

4. Matthew 1:16 – Jesus’ parents were _________________ and _______________.
   PJHOSE                  RMYA

5. Luke 2:39-40 – Jesus was filled with _________________ as a child.
   MIDWOS

   LMEPET

7. Matthew 1:18 – Jesus’ mother, Mary, was a _________________.
   IRIVGN

   OESIMN                  NAAN